AGENDA

House Committee on House and Governmental Affairs
Tuesday, June 2, 2015
Committee Room 3
Upon Adj of 10:00 a.m. Joint SGA and HGA Meeting

Chairman: Timothy G. "Tim" Burns
Vice Chairman: Michael E. Danahay

Staff: Patricia Lowrey-Dufour, Legislative Analyst
       Mark Mahaffey, Attorney
       Shawn O'Brien, Secretary

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. DISCUSSION OF LEGISLATION

_______ HB 348     HUNTER     VOTERS/VOTING Provides relative to early voting
_______ HCR 206     PUGH      ELECTIONS Provides for a study of certain election
                        and voter registration procedures and activities
_______ HR 132     GAINES     VOTING/REGISTRATION Provides for a study of
                        automatic voter registration
_______ SB 31      MORRELL    STUDENTS Authorizes surveys of public school
                        students in Orleans Parish regarding risk behaviors.
                        (8/1/15)
_______ SB 87      PERRY      ETHICS Removes financial disclosure requirements
                        for members of certain boards and commissions that
                        do not earn compensation or per diem. (8/1/15)
_______ SB 239     LAFLEUR    FISCAL CONTROLS Provides for content of
                        financial statements of local auditees. (8/1/15)
_______ SB 250     JOHNS      LAW ENFORCEMENT Creates a pilot program
                        (Statewide Motor Vehicle Theft and Uninsured
                        Motorists Identification Program) involving the use
                        of license plate recognition devices for certain purposes.
                        (8/1/15)
_______ SCR 19     MILLS      PHYSICAL THERAPISTS Directs the Louisiana
                        Physical Therapy Board to create the Physical
                        Therapy Patient Access Review Committee.
_______ SCR 20     MURRAY     ETHICS Requests the Louisiana Board of Ethics to
                        issue an advisory opinion regarding employees of
                        private charter school operators.
_______ SCR 117    CROWE      INTERGOVERN RELATIONS Extends the
                        Louisiana Balance of Powers Study Commission
which was created pursuant to SCR No. 113 of the 2013 Regular Session.

IV. OTHER BUSINESS

V. ANNOUNCEMENTS

VI. ADJOURNMENT

PLEASE SUBMIT A WITNESS CARD TO THE SECRETARY BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS IF YOU WANT TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.